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The aim of this paper is to present acomparative analysis of fuzzy set theory and rough 
set theory. Although it is limited to the context of automatic object classification, the 
paper strives to convey a general perspective on these formalisms. 
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The theory of fuzzy sets is developed for a domain in which descriptions of activities and 
observations are fuzzy in the sense that there are no well-defined boundaries of the set of 
activities or observations to which the descriptions apply. The theory enables one to 
structure and describe activities and observations that differ from each other vaguely, to 
formulate them in models, and to use these models for various purposes. In practice, 
designers are often forced to state their design problems in precise mathematical terms 
rather than in real-world terms, which may often be imprecise. This paper outlines 
methodologies for the description and design of engineering systems containing fuzzy 
information. Since the fuzzy constraints define a fuzzy feasible domain in the design 
space, the solution of the design problem will be defined by a fuzzy set of points. Both 
single-objective and multiobjective design problems are considered. The methods 
outlined in this paper enable the designers to find practical solutions to fuzzy engineering 
systems. Methods are illustrated through the design of a 25-bar truss structure. The 
structural weight, deflection, and fundamental natural frequency are considered as fuzzy 
objective functions, with yield stress and buckling stress as fuzzy behavior constraints. 
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This paper is an interdisciplinary effort to apply fuzzy modeling. The aim is the 
application of fuzzy set theory to the problem of making decisions with respect o the 
optimal alternative in the design of footings of power transmission line towers of 110 kV. 
The analysis refers to a single element of the constructive alternative for the PTL footing 
of towers, which could be in situ footing (a0, precast sloped footing (a2), precast pier 
(a3), and pile and cap cast in situ (a4). In the study of the applicability of fuzzy 
mathematical concepts, only some of the parameters, considered to be more significant in 
the characterization f a design alternative, were chosen: the estimated cost of materials, 
/mat, estimated cost of manpower, /man; estimated cost of tools, It, construction time 
expressed in days, Id; specific investment Isi = (/mat + /man -~- It)lid (where Im is the 
